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OAK TREE TIMES
All The News That’s Fit For Camp

Today Creative Arts at Park (CAAP) will celebrate its
ﬁrst Mini Arts Festival Show located at the Pond Field
and Courtyard. CAAP will also be saying sayonara to
nearly 40 campers. Thank you for joining us, and we
hope you enjoy the rest of the summer.
We are looking forward to seeing those of you returning
for Session B on Monday bright and early! Don't forget
to bring your water bottles and a smile. Lastly, let's give
a special thanks to all of the counselors, CITs, Kippy,
Stacey, and Ezra for creating another memorable experience for us all here at
The Park School.

Jenna’s Backstory Part 2
By Daphne Marquis

She ran as fast as she could but unfortunately when Jenna reached for
her pocket to check when the flight started, she could not get her hand
The OTT
into her pocket because she was running too fast. Quickly, she sat down
at a hot dog stand and read,” Hmm let’s see AHH 10 MINUTES, OH NO,
I’M GONNA BE LATE!“ Thankfully, she read how much it cost instead of
when the flight started, but she did not know it! Then she was about
to get up and run when the hot dog man came and told her to sit down
and have ten hot dogs. “stay here, you look like you need ten hot dogs,”
he said.
“I do?” She said back.
27 minutes later, she got up, but she could barely stand because of all the
hot dogs. She ran with the wind as she was going to the plane, and then
she got there, and it turned out she was 55 minutes early. She was sitting
in a baby chair with baby pee on it. Just when she thought it could not get
worse, her least favorite TV show in the whole galaxy went on. She tried to
scream how much she hated it, but when she did, three 1-2 year old boys
came to stop her from screaming. The first one threw a dead spider on her
head, the second one threw its poopy diaper in her mouth. She quickly spit
it out, and the third one threw a big potato at her belly. Then Jenna threw up
all the hot dogs that she ate.

CAAP’s Crazy Hats RECAP
Yesterday, Thursday July 14th, was
Crazy Hat Day. Here are a few
images of those awseome hats!

53 minutes later, a nice old woman named Suzanne and an old man named
Ben (they were not married, they were just friends) came over and handed
her a few sanitary wipes. She was cleaned up in no time, on the plane, and
going home. Soon she was home, and if you want to know what happened
after that, you will have to ask her yourself. Also, thank you, Tony, for telling
me all of this information.

The Completely Normal CAAP News Column
By Uhhh… Some molecules?

Hello readers! Welcome to the last Completely Normal CAAP News Column of session
one! There will be more Completely Normal CAAP News Columns in session two, but
for those who are leaving us, see you in 32 days! Now, to start off, the news!
The clay beings that I mentioned in the last column seem to have glazed incredibly
realistic and detailed human faces onto themselves. However, these creatures do not
have a good idea of where a face is supposed to be, so the faces are drawn on their
torsos or the back of their heads or other places. Some of these creatures have
broken-off arms or legs, so their mobility is typically limited.

And now, readers, I sign off. Maybe for your ﬁnal time for quite a bit, but maybe
just for a day or two. This column is inspired by the podcast Welcome To Night Vale.
Check it out on Spotify or any other place you hear things!

Courtyard Comics:

In other news, the second session of CAAP seems to be an illusion! Yes, some of us
will be going there, and it is visible, but it simply doesn’t actually exist. You can touch
it, smell it, absorb it, [REDACTED SENSE HERE] it, but it’s technically not real. Scientists
have proved that it does not have any molecular makeup, other than air where the
camp should be. These scientists suspect that the camp is a mirage caused by
humidity and heat.
In other other news, it seems the heat and rain that have been very annoyingly
consistent recently were caused by… drumroll please… none other than Your
Mom! No, this is not a joke, someone whose full name is Yourathan H. Mom has
been using their weather manipulation abilities to change heat and cause it to rain.
Unfortunately, we do not know how to stop them, as the only reason we know their
name was due to a CaapGoer™ kneeling in the hot, hot sun and shouting at the sky
“Who is doing this to us?!” when a cloud formed that spelled out Yourathan H. Mom.
Draw Your Own Cloud Here

https://caapwriting.wordpress.com/oak-tree-times/

The Noontime Show Review
By Penny Judd

Wednesday’s Noontime Show was hosted by the Yellow Cohort, with
counselors Suzanne, Tony, and Jenna, and their CIT Ben. It was spectacular!
It started with an amazing Rock Band performance of “Welcome to the Black
Parade,” and a great Songwriting performance of a song called “Endless Ends”
about society's effect on everyone. Next were two hilarious performances by
That’s So Sketchy: the ﬁrst one was a hilarious ride to the Grand Canyon and
the second was a skit about a CVS self-checkout. Next was a great Jazz performance with stuffed animals, followed by a bunch of videos. There was a trailer
for the long-awaited dance battle, and there was also a video about the Yellow
Cohort, a Video Comedy video, and an Orange Cohort music video. Next was a
ukulele performance from Finn Friedman of the song “Hazel” by Cavetown.
After that, Hannah Glants read a poem about rain, written in Magic Pencils.
Next was an Orange Cohort dance performance and a Junior Musical song.
Finally was the long-awaited dance battle between Jackson Pate and Tony, and
after an ear-shattering competition, Tony won. After that, the very long Noontime
Show ended. This was probably one of the best Noontime Shows ever (and I’m
not just saying that because I’m in the Yellow Cohort). Also the Yellow Cohort
is the best one.

Magical Animal Advice Column Number Seven
Interviewers: Roselia Sparklenose, unicorn Sizzles Os’more, dragon
Magical Animal BEING seeking advice: Evil Queen

Welcome, welcome to another exciting installment of Magical Animal Advice Column! Today
on M.A.A.C. we have a special guest star! Presenting the GENIE!

The Phoenix Portal
By Hannah Glants

Introduction
Hi, my name is Kora. I’m a unicorn and I am here to
tell you about yesterday!
At school…
The teacher was giving me an exam about
phoenixes.
I did everything right except phoenix power.
My teacher said that I need to ﬁnd the portal to the
phoenix land and watch over phoenixes for three
days to watch over their power.
Chapter 1
My 1st adventure was ﬁnding the phoenix portal.
I started in the woods. I knew that I would ﬁnd
danger because this was the enchanted wood.
First is the mean dragon that you have to ﬁght
to go through the tunnel that leads to the woods,
second is the ogre that guards the way out. In the
forest there is a big, big, big, troll that can eat you
up alive. Last, next to the portal there is a vampire.

I have a name.
Sorry, I mean… THUNDURIS the GENIE! Or LAVAMASTER the GENIE! WISHSUPREME
the GENIE! FEARMAKER the GENIE! Which one?
My name is Jeff.
JEFF? SERIOUSLY? That is the least dramatic name I have ever heard!
Guys, guys. Calm down! Sizzles, even though Jeff doesn’t have the most… intriguing name,
that doesn’t mean he isn’t powerful and wish-granting! And please try to be nice to him.
Remember, he’s our guest star.
Okay, Rosie. You’re right. So, JEFF. Show us some wish-granting, will you? I wish for a
magic carpet!
Uh…
Come on! You can do magic carpet, right?
Not really… you see, I’m actually aFAKE! HE’S A FAKE GENIE! THAT’S WHY HIS NAME IS JEFF! BECAUSE HE IS
FAKE! FAKE! FAKE! CALL THE SECURITY FAIRIES!
Sizzles, relax. I’m sure there’s a reasonable explanation for this! RIGHT, Jeff?
Well, I’m sorta, uh, not a full genie. I’m only 7,803 years old.
So I’m just a kid.
Rosie, are you hearing this right? Jeff just revealed that he’s only 7,803 years old!
I have to wait a few more millenia for my powers to be as strong
as my father’s.
AND THE NAME IS...
Your father? Who’s your father?
By Penny Judd
My daddy is THE GENIE. The genie from ARABIAN NIGHTS. He’s helped
On Monday,July 12th, during Festival Period, the Cownsel chose
many. The fisherman, Aladdin, the poor gardener, and I’m just a kid.
a name for the Great Cow, formerly known as “Unnamed Cow” or
I’m sorry.
“The Cow''. The invitation to the Cownsel was in the July 7th OTT
It’s okay. You can still guest star. Speaking of the show, the Evil Queen should be here any
and said that the Great Cow on the third ﬂoor bulletin board would
minute now!
cry if you did not call it “Unnamed Cow” or “The Cow'' and that you
Greetings. I am evil.
would be arrested by the Cownsel, but now the real name will be
Good to know but also WE KNOW! Your name is THE EVIL QUEEN!
revealed. Drum roll please…………… and the name is Stroodil.
I am evil.
The Great Cow can now be referred to as Stroodil! Now all you need
Psst! Sizzles! Jeff! Is she supposed to keep repeating the phraseto do is accept the Cow as the ruler of the universe and join by
I am evil.
asking Maia Sullivan if you can join.
I am evil?
GASP! Rosie! You’ve turned EVIL too? JEFF! IS THE EVIL QUEEN CONTAGIOUS?
Goodbye,
No, Sizzles. I’m fine. I am not evil. She is.
Someone who has nothing to do with Cownsel.
I am evil.
Hmm. Rosie, Sizzles, how come the evil queen isn’t talking? Is she ok? Can
she even talk?
Of course [cough] I can talk. It’s just [cough] I need a cough drop. Genie, I wish for a cough drop.
Okey dokey.
Thanks.
What? Jeff, how come you couldn’t grant my wish for a magic carpet but you could grant
the Evil Queen’s wish?
Oh, us kids at the genie school mastered cough drop in 1,464th grade. We won’t
get to flying carpet until 9,577th grade.
Hey, genie-guy.
Yes, Evil Queen?
I’m looking for an evil apprentice and you have the skills I need. If you want to, you could join me in
my evil scheme against Snow White. Welcome to the crew.
Bye, rosie! Bye, Sizzles!
I think our genie just quit on us!
Well, he was a rookie genie anyways. That’s the end of the show! Tune in next time for when we talk to
a harpy who just wants to grow up!

